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Multiple interactions between molecular and supramolecular ordering
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We report studies of the interplay among processes of molecular conformational changes, spinodal demixing
of the solution, and molecular crosslinking involved in the physical gelation of a biopolysaccharide-water
system. Multiple interactions and kinetic competition among these processes were studied under largely dif-
ferent absolute and relative values of their individual rates by appropriate choices of the quenching temperature
at constant polymer concentration. Quenching temperature strongly affects the rate of growth but not the final
value of the fractal dimension of the gel. Kinetic competition plays a central role in determining the final
conformation of individual molecules and the structure and properties of the final gel. This behavior highlights
the frustrated nature of the system, and the need of bringing kinetics sharply into focus in gelation theories.
General aspects of the present findings and, specifically, the interplay of molecular conformation changes,
solution demixing, and molecular crosslinking extend the relevance of these studies to the fast growing field of
amyloid condensation and Prion diseases.@S1063-651X~99!10202-2#

PACS number~s!: 87.10.1e, 82.70.Gg, 87.15.Nn, 61.43.Hv
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I. INTRODUCTION

Among ordered supramolecular structures, the case
gels is unique for being topologically characterized by m
lecular crosslink connectivity. Self-assembly of biomolecu
hydrogels is highly relevant to many fields, spanning fro
polymer science and technology to statistical mechanics
biology @1–3#. Self-assembly often involves an interpla
among biomolecular conformation changes, solution dem
ing, and molecular crosslinking, as also observed in so
polypeptide/protein cases@4–8#. The fact that conforma-
tional changes are also required in the case of protein co
lation and related amyloid deposition@9# extends the rel-
evance of the present studies to the fast growing field
amyloidoses and Prion diseases.

The sol gel transition was originally modelled in terms
the Flory-Stockmayer-Gordon infinite cluster@10#. Later, it
was successfully modelled within the topological univers
ity class of percolation@2,11#. Early observations of concen
tration inhomogeneities in the gel state already sugge
that gelation processes should somehow be consid
jointly with solubility @12# and demixing@13#. Nevertheless,
early studies, as well as further experimental and theore
ones, were focused on final equilibrium states, kinetic c
siderations being only inferred and observations extende
most to part of the process@12–15#. Evidence for a spinoda
process in an early stage of gelation~undistinguished, how-
ever, from gelation itself! was provided by Feke and Prin
@14#. Complete kinetic studies of phase separation were
tially performed on simple cases such as entanglemen
rodlike polymers@16# or transient percolation of simulate
clusters@17#, that is on self-assembly due to one single p
cess. Extended kinetic studies on systems undergoing
gelation and phase separation, carried out since 1985,
allowed a clear identification of thedramatis personaeof
PRE 591063-651X/99/59~2!/2222~9!/$15.00
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hydrogel self-assembly, that is of the distinct processes c
curring in it @18#.

The first process~important at not very high concentra
tions! consists in the formation of a biphasic mesosco
pattern of high and low concentration domains in the so
tion, due to a liquid-liquid phase separation. This separa
occurs when the solution is brought either in its thermod
namically unstable region~spinodal demixing! or in its meta-
stable region~nucleated demixing! @5–8,18–20#. The mecha-
nism includes the case of critically divergent fluctuations
sufficient amplitude and life time~transient demixing!, oc-
curring on approaching the instability region of the sol
such@4#.

The second process is that of multiple molecu
crosslinking, which is possible when individual solute mo
ecules exhibit multiple sites for linking@21#, and it is pref-
erentially triggered in high concentration domains. Su
crosslinking can be nucleated and sometimes it can be a
catalytic @22#, but in no way its nucleation should be con
fused with that of nucleated demixing.

The third process, often also involved, is that of molecu
conformational change@23–26#. This process shares wit
that of mesoscopic demixing a thermodynamic drive towa
configurations~in this case, molecular conformations! offer-
ing more advantageous interactions within t
(solute1solvent) system. Consequently, demixing and co
formational changes can be expected to interact. This and
already recalled effect of demixing on crosslinking sho
that the three mechanisms can be multiply interconnecte

These processes were identified in previous w
@4–8,18–20#. Their simultaneous interactions and kinet
competitions are here studied for the first time. To this p
pose we have chosen aqueous solutions of Agarose, an
charged biostructural polysaccharide@23# often used in stud-
ies of physical gelation@6–8,14,18–20,23,24,26–29#. The
phase diagram of the system is reported in Fig. 1, wh
2222 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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PRE 59 2223MULTIPLE INTERACTIONS BETWEEN MOLECULAR AND . . .
regions 2–5 refer to different gelation pathways. For t
reason, the diagram reflects not only equilibrium but also~to
some extent! different kinetic conditions and correspondin
different texture and features of the final gels. As is alrea
known, at very low concentrations~region 2! spinodal de-
mixing of the sol occurs first and it generates mesosco
domains of a high concentration minority phase. In tho
conditions, gelation and implied molecular conformation
changes follow at a later time within the high concentrat
mesoscopic domains@8,20#. Since the latter are unconnecte
at these low average concentrations, their internal~mesos-
copic! gelation does not destroy the fluidity of the samp
@20#. At intermediate concentrations~region 3!, again spin-
odal demixing promotes and is followed at a later time
molecular crosslinking and related conformational chan
@6~b!,~c!#. At variance with region 2, however, gelating d
mains now form a percolating pattern which allows tr
macroscopic gelation@6,8#. Such clear-cut time resolution o
demixing, molecular conformational changes, and crossl
ing processes is not necessarily observed in region 4, w
strong mutual interactions and kinetic competition~depend-
ing on specific conditions! are expected@19#.

For this reason in the present work we have studied g
tion kinetics for quenchings to appropriate points in regio
of the phase diagram~pointsA–D in Fig. 1!. Changing the
quenching temperatureceteris paribusallowed studying ki-
netic competition among the three processes under wi
different absolute and relative values of their individu
rates. Results show how this modulation of interactions
kinetic competition generates large diversities in molecu
conformation and larger-scale structural properties of g
These diversities highlight the frustrated nature and the c
plexity of the system as well as the complexity of intera
tions among processes. However, out of those complex
simple features such as correlation length, order~or, better,
nonrandomness! parameter, and fractal dimension of th
structure of crosslinked polymers emerge, with their o
kinetics. The fractal dimension of this structure is seen
play in gelation a role as important as that of topology.
partial report on this particular aspect has been recently p
lished@27#. The present results emphasise the need for tak
centrally into account kinetic processes in gelation theor

FIG. 1. Phase diagram of agarose-water systems~redrawn from
Ref. @8#!. ~1! Thermodynamically stable sol.~2! Mesoscopic gel.
Freely drifting mesoscopic regions of gel are formed, while
sample remains macroscopically liquid.~3! Spinodal promoted gel
~4! Gel formed as a result of kinetic competition among demixin
conformational transition and crosslinking.A–D indicate quench-
ing points used in the present work.~5! Direct gelation region.
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II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

The material used in our experiments was Agarose,
uncharged polydisaccharide. We used Seakem HGT~P! Aga-
rose, from BioProduct, Marine Colloids Division, havin
sulphate content less than 0.15%, molecular weight 120.
and polydispersity not larger than 10%, as estimated fr
previous dynamic light scattering experiments@6~a!#. Powder
was dissolved in Millipore~SuperQ! water for 20 min at
100 °C, filtered at 80–90 °C through 0.22-mm filters and
poured directly in the thermostatted~cylindrical! measuring
cell. As previously reported, the whole phase diagram of
system is to some extent sensitive to the particular HGT~P!
bath of Agarose. However, this amounts to very minor d
placements of, e.g., the spinodal line, within a temperat
range of approximately 1 °C, while the general behavior
this HGT material remains essentially unchanged.

Optical rotation dispersion~ORD! measurements wer
performed atl5589 nm, with a Jasco DIP 370 digital po
larimeter using a temperature controlled quartz cell of 5
path length.

For viscoelastic measurements a Rheometrics viscoela
spectrometer was used, with a couette-type setup, a rota
cylindrical cup and a measuring inner coaxial air-suspen
bob with a 1-mm gap. Viscoelastic spectra over four ord
of magnitude were obtained using a multiple frequen
strain. Using this operating mode, the specimen is subje
to a small strain containing up to eight octaves. Two su
strains covered therefore~with some useful overlap! the four
frequency decades shown in our figures. In this way, d
relative to any given kinetic ‘‘point’’ were obtained over th
four decades in about 100 sec. The strain amplitude
below 1% so that perturbation was negligible and the en
set of measurements relative to one kinetic could be p
formed on one and the same specimen. For quick determ
tion of the gel point, we also used the classical drop-b
method by gently releasing a steel ball~about 70 mg weight!
on the surface of gelling specimens, at different times.

For light scattering experiments we used a Spectra Ph
ics 2020 argon laser tuned at 514.5 nm or a Spectra Phy
model 127 helium-neon 628.3-nm laser. Data were autom
cally collected at different angles using a Brookhaven B
200SM goniometer and a 128-channel Brookhaven BI-30
correlator. When dealing with gels or, in general, with no
ergodic samples@30#, a motor-driven cell holder was used t
scan different regions of the specimen, thus allowing
semble averaging.

For small angle light scattering~SALS! measurements we
used a charge coupled device~CCD! Panasonic camera@31#.
A lens between the sample cell and the detector provide
one-to-one correspondence between a circular ring
the CCD screen and the scattering vectorq
54pnl0

21 sin(q/2), wheren is the medium refractive index
of the sample,l0 is the wavelength of the incident laser ligh
andq is the scattering angle. Spatial integration through
sample was obtained by expanding the incident laser be
Actually, the CCD was shifted off-axis so as to avoid dire
exposure to high laser intensity while doubling the availa
angular span. The structure function~scattered intensity ver
sus scattered vectorq! was obtained by integration alon
circular sectors.

,
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Combination of large and small angle scattering set
allowed to follow the time evolution of the structure functio
S(q) in the q range 3000–300 000 cm21.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Samples of 2% wt. Agarose in water were quenched fr
80 °C to pointsA–D in region 4 of the phase diagram in Fig
1, and the time evolution of the following quantities w
recorded: ~i! S(q), monitoring demixing on a scale lengt
of 2042 mm ~low angle scattering!; ~ii ! optical rotation,
monitoring conformational changes;~iii ! viscoelastic re-
sponse, monitoring conformational changes, crosslink
and gelation;~iv! fractal dimension of the system on a sca

FIG. 2. Structure functionsS(q) at different times after quench
ing to ~a! point A; ~b! point B; ~c! point C, whereA, B, andC are
shown in Fig. 1. Cahn’s plots are given in the insets. Growth fac
R(q) are obtained from exponential growths of the scattered in
sity.
s

g,

length of 140.1mm ~large angle scattering!, that is in the
range of lengths well below that of the narrow distribution
sizes of demixed droplets.

A. Kinetics of demixing

Upon quenching to pointsA–C all typical features of the
early stages of spinodal demixing are observed, as descr
by the Cahn-Hilliard linear regime equations@32#:

dS~q!

dt
52R~q!S~q! and

R~q!

q2 ;2qm
2 2q2. ~1!

From Fig. 2 we see that structure functions show maxi
revealing the existence of patterns of domains of higher-
lower-than-average concentration, characterized by a co
lation length Lm52p/qm . Here qm indicates theq value
corresponding to the maximum ofSq andLm is of the order
of several micrometers~Table I!. The linear regime, moni-
tored by the exponential growth of scattered light~data not
shown! and by Cahn plots~Fig. 2, insets!, proceeded up to a
time tc ~Table II!. Coarsening and related dynamic scali
regime predicted for later stages of spinodal demixing
simple systems@33# was not observed, as Fig. 2 clear
shows. This agrees with the already established fact tha
length scale of the demixed pattern is frozen in by gelation

s
-

TABLE I. Structural parameters relative to quenchings to poi
A, B, andC in Fig. 1; TQ , quenching temperature;qm , scattering
vector corresponding to the maximum of the structure functi
Lm52p/qm , correlation length;dg , final value of the fractal di-
mension.S(qm)fin , value of the peak of the structure function at th
end of the experiment.D ORD, total change in the optical rotatio
dispersion signal.

TQ

~°C!
qm

~cm21!
Lm52p/qm

~mm!
dg S(qm)fin

a @Da#b

A 46.5 5000 12.5 1.4 80 0.1
B 43 12 000 5.2 1.4 20 0.25
C 40 17 000 3.7 1.2 6 0.75
D 31.5 No maximum observed 1.2 1.1

aThese values, reported for comparative purposes only, were m
sured at the end of each experiment. Not necessarily they exp
saturation values~compare with Fig. 10!.
b@Da#5Da/cd, whereDa is the observed rotation angle in degre
~initial value subtracted!, c is the solute concentration (231022),
andd is the optical path~5 cm!.

TABLE II. Characteristic times of kinetics relative to quenchin
to pointsA–D in Fig. 1; TQ , quenching temperature;tC , duration
of Cahn’s linear regime;tg , time of macroscopic gelation;DtOR,
time interval of optical rotation growth.

TQ ~°C! tc ~min! DtOR ~min! tg ~min!

A 46.5 50 22–240 60
B 43 12 2–30 22
C 40 7 0–20 17
D 31.5 Not

measurable
0–9 9
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PRE 59 2225MULTIPLE INTERACTIONS BETWEEN MOLECULAR AND . . .
the end of the linear regime and it suggests that
freezing-in makes the linear regime short
@5,8,18,19,27,33,34#. The intensity of the whole pattern o
scattered light, however, increased further with a satura
behaviour, after freezing in. Data onS(qm) at the end of
each experiment are given in Table I. They are useful
comparison purposes, but do not represent absolute or
ration values. For decreasing quenching temperatures,
correlation length and the final value ofS(qm) ~Table I! and
the time duration of the linear regimetc ~Table II! were seen
to decrease. As shown in Fig. 3 and in accord with the g
eral trend in Fig. 2, neither a peak inS(q), nor exponential
growth of the scattering intensity are observed upon quen
ing to pointD.

B. Kinetics of conformational changes

No general consensus seems to exist concerning the
of helical polymer conformation in the gel@23–25,29#. How-
ever, independently of the specific model, gelation implie
change towards a higher helical content. The early evide
for double helix formation@23,24# and related role of kink
sites in the self assembly of a crosslinked structure, does
need to oppose more recent results suggesting the exist
or coexistence of single-helix structures@25,29#. In any case,
the present results and conclusions drawn from ORD d
are in no way based on a specific~double/single helix!
model.

In Fig. 4 we show ORD changes consequent to quen
ings to pointsA–D and corresponding to changes of helic
contents. Tracings in Fig. 4 are interrupted at a point wh
the increased turbidity might compromise the reliability
measurements. The start and time span of such meas
changes and their dependence upon quenching tempera
are reported in Table II. As data in Table I and Table
show, significantly larger helical contents, measured by O
changes, and correspondingly shorter time spans are
served at decreasing quenching temperatures.

FIG. 3. Structure functionsS(q) at different times after quench
ing to pointD of Fig. 1. No indication of spinodal demixing appea
in this case.
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C. Kinetics of viscoelastic properties

For quenching to pointA, kinetics are sufficiently slow to
allow time resolved viscoelastic studies. Before the onse
coil-to-helix transitions~and consequent gelation! the elastic
modulusG8 shows a plateau in a narrower frequency regio
In Fig. 5~a! this region is 0.1,v,10 rad/s. This behavior is
characteristic of entangled polymers with a short relaxat
time of about 0.1 s and a reptation time lower than 10
@35,36#. The higher-frequency behavior agrees with t
Zimm model, taking into account hydrodynamic interactio
and predicting av2/3 dependence of bothG8 andG9 @37#. As
gelation and related helix formation progress, the plateau
pands so as to cover the entire available range of frequen
@Figs. 5~b!, 5~c! and 5~d!#. The short relaxation time be
comes progressively shorter until it becomes no longer
servable. This is consistent with a progressively higher rig
ity due to the increasing helical content and crosslinkin
leading to gelation. The overall progressive tendency
wards a solidlike behaviour is also evidenced by the acco
panying decrease of theG9/G8 ratio, shown in Fig. 6. This
starts immediately after quenching, so indicating th
crosslinking starts equally soon. The time of macrosco
gelationtg ~monitored by the drop-ball method! is shown by
an arrow in the figure and reported in Table II. Similarly
other relevant times,tg is seen to decrease at decreas
quenching temperatures. Results relative to quenchingsB
andC show features qualitatively similar to theA case, ex-
cept for the already mentioned large differences in finalG8
values.

In Fig. 7 we show that viscoelastic spectra measured
the end of the experiments of Fig. 2, are flat over the en
available range of frequencies (0.01,v,100 rad/sec). The
ratio G9/G8 of the viscous modulusG9 to the elastic modu-
lus G8 remains in all cases below the minimum detecta
value (1022). This reflects a solidlike behavior at least

FIG. 4. Change of the ORD vs time after quenching to poi
A–D of Fig. 1. Arrows mark the onset of gelation revealed by t
ball-drop method. ORD tracings are interrupted when meas
ments become less reliable as a consequence of the sensitiv
the instrument to even slight turbidity. In the figure it is@Da#
5Da/cd ~initial value subtracted!, wherec is the weight to weight
polymer concentration (231022) andd is the optical path~5 cm!.
Note that the final value of@Da#, observed after quenching inD
coincides with the value reported in Ref.@23#.
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FIG. 5. Viscoelastic spectra at different times after quenching to pointA of Fig. 1 ~46.5 °C!. G8 andG9 are the real and imaginary pa
of complex viscoelasticity modulus. Solid lines show the behavior predicted for reptation. Their asymptotic behavior agrees with th
theory @36#. ~a! 20, ~b! 40, ~c! 60, and~d! 100 min after quenching.
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this ample range of strain frequencies. FinalG8 values are
seen from the figure to increase over two orders on ma
tude from quenching to pointA to quenching to pointC.
Data relative to pointD are not equally good, becaus
crosslinking starts immediately and proceeds rapidly at
temperature~see Fig. 4!. However, they indicate a furthe
increase ofG8, approximately over an additional order o
magnitude.

D. Kinetics of fractal dimension growth

Formation of demixed droplets takes place on the leng
scaleLm52p/qm reflected by the peak of the structure fun
tion ~Fig. 2!. For quenchings to pointsA, B, andC, gelation
occurs not much after the end of the Cahn-Hilliard line
regime ~Table II! and it freezes the size distribution of d

FIG. 6. Ratio between imaginary and real parts of the viscoe
tic modulus at different values of frequency, vs time, after quen
ing to point A of Fig. 1. The arrow marks the onset of gelatio
revealed by the ball-drop method.
i-

is

-

r

mixed droplets. For this reason coarsening is not obser
For pointD, the faster kinetics prevents even the observat
of the linear regime. The size ofLm is of the order of severa
micrometers~Table I!. Polymer conformational changes to
wards helical forms take place on a smaller scaleLp
<0.1mm @19# while related crosslinked structures extend
to Lm and beyond. In the interval betweenLp and Lm or,
more correctly, betweenLp and Lc5Lm /& no special
length characterizes the system, either in the gel or in
demixed sol. Accordingly, well within the correspondingq
interval&Lm

21,q,Lp
21 the structure functionS(q) is seen

to be featureless, and log-log plots ofS(q) are accurately
represented by a straight line, as shown in Fig. 8@27#. The
system is thus self similar in this scale interval. We confi
to this interval our observations and plots such as in Fig
because at shorter distances we would probe the individ
molecular structure and on a coarser scale we would pr

s-
-

FIG. 7. Elastic modulus,G8 vs frequency for samples quenche
to A, B, andC at the time of the end of experiments of Fig. 2, th
is, well after the gelation time indicated by the ball-drop method.
all cases,G9/G8 is less than 1022. Note the strong dependence o
the rigidity of the gel upon quenching conditions.
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both the structure of crosslinked polymers and its ‘‘froze
spatial modulation due to the initial demixing of the so
From slopes in Fig. 8, that is, from the power-law depe
dence:

S~q!'q2df ~2!

of the structure function uponq, the quantitydf is derived.
This quantity@38# is defined so that the massM of polymer
molecules within a radiusr .Lp is M'r df . During the entire
course of the experiments and for quenchings to any of
A–D points the power law@Eq. ~2!# is observed, with a
kinetic progression of thedf value. The latter is initially very
low. This implies a topological dimensiondT50, corre-
sponding to unconnected scattering objects@27#. At subse-
quent times, it keeps increasing up to a final valuedg51.3
60.1 at the gel point~Table I!, irrespective of quenching
temperature. This finaldg value is still low, in agreemen
with the spanning structures observed in agarose gels
related capacity of agarose to make firm gels even at v
low concentrations. In Fig. 9, fractal dimension kinetics~pre-
liminarily reported in Ref.@27#! are shown in a unified plo
for quenchings to pointsA–D. In the Figure we have res
caled the kinetic observation time against gelation ti
(t/tg) and the fractal dimension against its constant value
and after gelation (df /dg). This allows a unified view of
fractal dimension kinetics and an operational definition
‘‘gel point’’ in terms of geometric rather than rheological o
topological properties.

FIG. 8. Log-log plots of structure functions in the 0.1–1mm
interval at different times, after quenching to pointB of Fig. 1.
Straight lines are best fittings.

FIG. 9. Rescaled plot of fractal dimensiondf @obtained from
S(q) in the 0.1–1mm range#, vs time, relative to quenchings t
points A–D of Fig. 1. Fractal dimensions are normalized to t
final valuesdg ~Table I!; times are normalized to the times of ma
roscopic gelation~Table II!.
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Two remarks are in order, related to these results:~i! No
contradiction exists between our observed power law@Eq.
~2!# and the monodispersity of demixed droplets expec
during the Cahn-Hilliard linear regime@Eq. ~1!#. This is be-
cause, as noted above, Eq.~2! shows to be valid in a scale
interval well belowLm /&, where Eq.~1! does not apply.
The scale interval where we observe self-similarity, the
fore, goes from above the size of an individual molecule,
well below the size of a demixed droplet. Consequently,
fractal dimension whose growth we observe is that wh
characterizes the structure of crosslinked polymers that s
assembleswithin the demixed, higher concentration, dro
lets.

~ii ! Even within the interval specified above, using Eq.~2!
would be incorrect in the presence of a fractal mass distri
tion of clusters. In our case, this is expected if spinodal
mixing proceeds up to the coarsening stage. This, howe
is confidently ruled out by noting from Table II that the tim
tc corresponding to the end of the linear regime and
gelation timetg ~at which the demixed structure is frozen!
are of the same order.

A summary, and comparison of the quantities charac
izing the final structure of the gels and the relevant tim
characterising the different processes, is given in Table
and II and in Fig. 10.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Kinetics of the three processes leading to gelation sh
distinct temperature dependences of absolute and rela
values of their individual rates, for quenchings to poin
A–D of the phase diagram of Fig. 1. In the following w
shall refer to such quenchings simply as ‘‘A–D. ’’

In A andB, spinodal demixing occurs first and establish
a mesoscopic pattern characterized by a correlation lengt
the order of several micrometers~Figs. 2 and 10!. In the
resulting higher concentration regions, conformation
change and crosslinking are promoted@6,8,18–20#. This
freezes-in the correlation length of the mesoscopic struc
~Fig. 2! and causes the growth of the fractal structure
crosslinked polymers~Figs. 8 and 9!. When crosslink perco-
lation is reached, the fractal dimension of the crosslink
structure is also frozen in. However, further polymer diff
sion and association still occurs, and gelation progres
within the constraints of a geometric frame frozen on the t
ranges of length. Note that the peak of the structure funct
S(qm) is proportional to^Dc2&, and it is a measure of the
degree of order or, better, of nonrandomness, in the sys
@19#. Its value proceeds growing well beyond the gel poi
and more markedly and sharply inA than in B. As to con-
formational changes, Fig. 4 shows that the helical conten
and beyond the gel point, very low in both cases, is mu
lower in A than inB. This correlates with the fact that the g
obtained inB is more rigid than that inA, by more than one
order of magnitude~Fig. 7!. Nevertheless, interesting infor
mation on the relation between conformational changes
crosslinking comes from a comparison of data of Figs. 4 a
6, relative to caseA. The comparison shows that theG9/G8
ratio has already decreased by about a factor 10 when
formational changes just become detectable. This shows
the helical content can depend upon the specific conditi
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of gelation, and suggests the occurrence of some kind
crosslinks not necessarily requiring the formation of dou
or even simple helices. Crosslinking between highly e
tended helical chains@25~b!# possibly already existing in the
sol @29# is indeed conceivable. This would agree with data
viscous dissipation suggesting the occurrence of weak lo

FIG. 10. Summary of kinetics relative to pointsA ~a!, B ~b!, C
~c!, andD ~d! of Fig. 1, vs time, in gelation time units~lower scale!.
Real time in minutes is also given~upper scale!. Circles, structure
function at the maximumS(qm); hatched area, duration of Cahn
linear regime; vertical bar, onset of macroscopic gelation; gray h
zontal bar, duration of the ORD growth, as per tracings of Fig.
of
e
-

n
g-

range links in the demixed sol progressing towards gela
@7#.

In C, demixing and conformational changes start simul
neously and concur in crosslinking, as shown by data in F
2, 4, and 10. Once again, freezing in~due to crosslinking! of
qm and ofdf at its finaldg is observed in sequence. A lowe
S(qm), a broader peak and a still higher helical content a
higher macroscopic rigidity characterize the final gel.

For quenching inD, the fastest process is the coil-hel
conformational change~Figs. 4 and 10!. No trace of demix-
ing is seen in the structure function, just as for quenching
the direct gelation region, away from the two-phase region
the sol. This shows that the development of a structure fu
tion is kinetically inhibited by crosslinking from the ver
beginning. Both the intensity of scattered light~which moni-
tors concentration differences in the sample! and the ORD
signal reach now their final value at the time of gelation. T
entire average structure of the gel is now random, and d
not show any characteristic scale length. Despite these
ferences, the fractal dimension and its time evolution are
different from those of the other cases~Table I and Fig. 9!.

The low value of the final fractal dimension covers
interest of its own, as it is rare in the literature of fract
biomolecular aggregates@39#. The corresponding loose pack
ing of aggregates concurs with demixing in making gelat
possible at such low concentration. Ongoing experime
suggest that the same fractal dimension is observed in ge
both lower and higher Agarose concentrations.

The present observations of three different kinetic p
cesses leading to the topological transition of gelation and
their multiple interactions illustrate new aspects of the co
plexity of gels and gelation. The frustrated nature of g
and, correspondingly, the complex role of kinetic compe
tion among processes in determining the actual gelation p
and final structure of gels are reflected in the ample diver
of structure and helical contents~and, perhaps, type! obtain-
able at a given polymer concentration by changing
quenching temperature only. However, unifying elements
simplicity emerge in terms of correlation lengthqm

21, degree
of order, expressed byS(qm), and fractal dimensiondf . The
latter reveals the role of geometry~fractal dimensionality!,
which turns out to be as significant as that of topology,
the more so if its freezing in at gelation is considered. In fa
the freezing in ofdf at its dg value at gelation offers a new
operational definition of ‘‘gel point,’’ in geometric rathe
than rheological terms.

A comment on the reported interplay of three processe
in order. Pairwise interactions between solution demixi
individual molecular conformational changes and crossli
ing have been previously reported for the present system
for others@4–8,18–20#. The present experiments now offer
full view of multiple interactions and kinetic competition
among the three processes. The grounds for such mul
interactions are simply understood:~i! Solution demixing
and polymer conformational changes can influence e
other, because solvent-solute interactions play a strong
in both @21,40#. Accordingly, conformational changes alte
ing the biomolecular surface exposed to the solvent
cause instability and demixing of the solution@4,5#. Recip-
rocally, biomolecular conformational changes can be favo

i-
.
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in high-concentration regions resulting from demixing,
consequence of non additivities@41# and related interaction
changes. ~ii ! A similar two-way interaction exists betwee
demixing and polymer crosslinking. The latter is in fact f
vored in higher concentration regions provided by demixi
while the demixed pattern is frozen in by the progress
crosslinking @4–8,18–20#. ~iii ! Analogously, molecular
crosslinking and conformational changes can influence e
other, because the latter can either provide or hide cross
ing sites or so-called hydrophobic contacts@5,8,9~b!#, while
crosslinking itself can of course interfere with further co
formational changes. The three processes are therefore li
in principle by multiple path interactions. The present resu
show that prevailing of one or the other process or inter
tion depends upon kinetic competition under the given c
ditions. Consequently, competition is at least as significan
related energy scalesper se, and it is responsible for the
ample variety of gel structures that may correspond to
and the same point in the ‘‘Gel’’ region of the phase diagr
of Fig. 1.

Finally, as we are observing the evolution of a syst
where spinodal demixing and gelation occur simultaneou
and interfere, we should not expect and in fact we do
observe features predicted by spinodal demixing the
alone, nor features predicted by gelation theory alone
particular, we note that gelation that starts inside the
mixed droplets and freezes their distribution~quenchings to
points A, B, and C! differs remarkably from direct
s-

.
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~non-spinodal-assisted! gelation, because it occurs atin-
creasing rather than at constant local concentration. T
highlights an additional aspect of the concerted/competi
interaction of processes, and it stresses the interest of inc
ing kinetics in gelation theories.

The present results are also relevant to the fast grow
field of pathological protein coagulation@9#. This is appreci-
ated by considering that~i! a preliminary change leading t
an ‘‘intermediate’’ molecular conformation is required fo
amyloid coagulation@9#; ~ii ! in Prion pathologies, infectious
Prions can cause misfolding and participation in coagulat
of host ~non-intrinsically-pathogenic! prions. Interaction of
the three microscopic and mesoscopic processes of de
ing, conformational changes, and gelation~or extensive co-
agulation! has also been observed, although not kinetica
with bovine serum albumin@5#, sickle cell hemoglobin HbS
@4# and lysozyme~to be published!, as well as with synthetic
polypeptides@4#. Extensions of such studies, and of the
kinetic aspects, currently in progress, suggest that these
cesses and their interactions could be rather common fea
of protein coagulation.
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